AGRICULTURE

Agricultural Science for the Caribbean Book 3
Persad-Nelson-Thornes-0175-66396-5

ENGLISH A

Developing Language Skills Book 3
Narinesingh – Royards – 978-976-8185-73-0

Oxford Pocket School Dictionary
Oxford University Press – 0198610298

ENGLISH B

Green Days by the River Michael Anthony 0435989552 Heinemann
World of Prose (edited by) David Williams and Hazel Simmons-McDonald
World of Poetry by- Hazel Simmons –McDonald and Mark McWatt (New Edition)

MATHEMATICS

Mathematics: A complete course Vol. 1
Toolsie – CEP – 9789 766 481322

SCIENCE

INTEGRATED SCIENCE FOR CSEC
Mitchelmore et al – Cambridge – 0521-16882 3

SOCIAL STUDIES

Social Studies Essentials (New Edition)
Sandy & Grayson – Carlong – 976 638 004X
FRENCH
Tricolore Total Book 3
Honnor et al – Nelson Thornes – 978 1 4085 1515 0

Tricolore Total 3 – Grammar in Action
Nelson Thornes – 978 0 4085 0993 7

SPANISH
Que Hay? Book 3
Haylett et al – Nelson-Thornes – 978 07487 8254 3

FOOD & NUTRITION
Caribbean Association of Home Economists – Heinemann – 0435-98048-1

GEOGRAPHY
The Caribbean Environment for CXC Geography (new edition)

Atlas for Caribbean Examinations
Morrissey – Longman – 978 1405 849449

ELECTRICITY
Basic Electricity – Volume 1 – ISBN 978 976 648 194 0 CEP